
Balance and Motion Testing on Wrist Bands Powered by 8ight.com Holographic Technology

Investigator: Dr. Kendal Stewart, MD

Test Subjects: Male, age 64

Test Location: NeuroSensory Centers of America, www.neurosensorycenters.com

Date: August 18, 2010

Equipment Used for Observation: The equipment being used is state of the art and is used in astronaut testing for
weightless environments. Sensory View™ is the first web enabled, comprehensive Neuro-Sensory diagnostic platform.
In its’ current form, Sensory View™ represents a combination of seven well recognized diagnostic tests in an innovative
and patented protocol. All the medical devices and tests are FDA approved and insurance reimbursable in most states.
The system produces an integrated, graphical analysis of the patients Neuro-sensory system.

NSCA has revolutionized the evaluation and diagnosis of patients with “symptom based” neurological abnormalities. The
company’s patented technology provides the first “evidence-based” proof of the ability to medically stabilize and improve
nervous system functions by verifying these improvements at regular intervals during treatment.

Test Type:
Single preliminary evaluation: Test was conducted for preliminary evaluation purposes only and not designed to meet
rigid, scientific criteria, however results were so astounding that a full double blind placebo study is underway.

Testing Protocol
A. First control was to have the subject stand on a rigid pad with electrodes in the pad using an eyes open

and eyes closed protocol to determine the subjects balance. A second series of test were conducted
standing on an unstable flexible pad using the same eyes open and eyes closed protocol. Results were
computer tabulated and used as a baseline. Results showed a tendency for motion sickness according to
Dr. Stewart.

B. The baseline protocol was followed with the subject using wristbands powered by 8ight technology. A
substantial improvement occurred in balance and in dealing with the motion of the unstable flexible pad.
Subject showed no tendency for motion sickness using the powered by 8ight technology bands. Next a
Relief hologram from 8ight was placed on the subject’s right wrist on acupuncture point CV6.

Overview:

Thousands of tests have been conducted successfully by 8ight.com using Applied Kinesiology in demonstrating the

strength endurance, stamina, balance and flexibility effect of holograms and wrist bands powered by 8ight holographic

signal transduction technology.

Many of the top athletic teams in the country from high schools, colleges, the pro’s, and elite Olympic level athletes are

using products powered by 8ight technology.

8ight has always backed up all physical demonstrations with machine testing and detailed explanation as confirmation of

Kinesiology results.

Market Acceptance: In 2006 8ight.com started the field of holographic signal transduction technology and now roughly

40 companies are doing some type of product marketing in this area with likely over $100 million in sales volume. This

market is proving to be a major new area of technology and is widely accepted.



Based on 8ight testing of current products on the market which are not powered by 8ight, we see little machine testing to

to verify the claims of those companies. Most appear to be marketing ploys and many are copying material directly from

the 8ight.com website for backup on their claims.
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Dr. Stewart has agreed to conduct a 30 person trail study using the protocol above.
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